Solution Brief

Extreme Capital Financing Solution
A Single Finance Plan for 100
Percent of Technology Expenses
For many organizations, the extra costs of acquiring
new technology often create a budgetary problem.
With Extreme Networks' Extreme Capital Financing,
organizations can place all the associated expenses onto
the same plan.

Covering Every Related Expense
Extreme developed Total Extreme Capital to make
financing simpler, so that organizations could operate their
businesses more efficiently. With Extreme Capital Financing,
organizations can fund:
• Hardware
• Software licenses
• Network infrastructure
• Consultation costs
• Project management
• Installation services
• Maintenance and support services
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Spreading the Cost Over Years
With Extreme Capital Financing, organizationsdo not have
to plan for a typically variable sequence of acquisitions and
related costs. Instead, they can spread the total expense
into monthly payments over a term of 24 to 60 months,
according to their businesscircumstances and goals.
At the end of the term, organizations can choose to replace
the technology under the same plan, extend their use of the
existing equipment (for adjusted payments based on the fair
market value), purchase the equipment outright at a fair market
price, or simply return the technology to Extreme Networks.

Equipment Financing Offers
Strategic Advantages
The most significant challenge for today’s organizations
is figuring out how to achieve profitable growth in a
persistently slow economy. During such times, they typically
hoard cash and take measures to reduce expenses. While
cutting costs is often helpful, organizations rarely cut their
way to permanent prosperity. For organizations seeking
to grow during a recession—and not simply weather it—
investing in revenue-generating equipment might be the
best solution.
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Every organization knows that newer, better equipment
improves efficiencies and thus increases output and profit.
More important, the value of new equipment comes from
use, not ownership. So, in an uncertain economy, leasing
equipment acquisitions can be a key strategy for growth.

Since cash-flow management is particularly important during
an economic slowdown, organizations can use leasing to
acquire the equipment they need based on their operating
budget rather than their capital budget. As a result, lease
payments can be closely matched with revenue generated.

Preserve Capital While Enabling
Business Growth

Leasing also helps present a better balance sheet—since
lease payments show up as an expense instead of a debt—
and allows for improved tax liability management.

Leasing enables organizations to make the required
acquisition and still retain their cash reserves. They can
preserve precious capital (since leasing requires less
money upfront than outright purchases) and use it for
revenue-generating projects. In addition, leasing allows
organizations to acquire equipment now and postpone the
ultimate purchase decision until the end of the lease.

Strategic, Competitive Advantages
For organizations that need to be nimble, leasing offers
a more flexible solution to ownership. It enables these
organizations to quickly and easily keep pace with changing
business needs and equipment upgrades.
Leasing offers strategic, competitive advantages for today’s
organizations. When used appropriately, leasing enables
organizations to pay for equipment as they use it, which can
boost financial performance at a time when they need it most.
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